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    -                                   Las Vegas Sands Falls On Macau

10.   Macau's gov't rejected the casino and resort operator's bid for rights to lucrative land in
Cotai. Las Vegas Sands (LVS), which already has spent at least $102.4 mil on pre-construction
costs, can file appeals with the Macau chief executive or via local courts. It's also in the middle
of an ...

                                  12/02/2010 07:30 PM ET                                   
    -                                   U.S. Stocks Up, But Trade Lower Again

For the second day in a row, the major indexes achieved solid gains and closed near the
session's peaks, but with volume lower across the board. The NYSE composite climbed 1.4%
while the S&P 500 rose 1.3%. The Nasdaq composite added 1.2%, the Dow 1%. Turnover was
slightly lower on both the NYSE ...

                                  12/02/2010 05:26 PM ET                                   
    -                                   U.S. Stocks Up; Fossil, EZchip Jump

The major indexes held near the session's highs in early afternoon trading on Thursday, helped
by upbeat pending home sales data and the European Central Bank's move to extend some of
its emergency support. That positive news offset a worse-than-expected figure for initial jobless
claims. The NYSE ...

                                  12/02/2010 01:23 PM ET                                   
    -                                   U.S. Stocks Hold Near Session Highs

Indexes eased a bit, but held high in the session's ranges in mid-afternoon trade. The Dow led
with a 2.3% advance. The Nasdaq and the NYSE each held 2.2% gains. The S&P 500 rose
2.1%. Volume tracked 13% higher on the Nasdaq and up 19% on the NYSE. While 190 of the
197 industry groups tracked ...

                                  12/01/2010 02:28 PM ET                                   
    -                                   MGM Resorts' bookings seen up

The casino operator rose 4.6% to 12.71 after Sterne, Agee & Leach predicted revenue per
available room will rise in the second half of 2010. MGM Resorts Int'l (MGM) also is expected to
see a 30% increase in nights booked during Q1 vs. a year earlier and 40% more bookings for
convention and ...
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